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TARGETING BASED ON SOCIAL UPDATES

BACKGROUND

[0001] This specification relates to information presentation.

[0002] The Internet provides access to a wide variety of resources. For example,

video and/or audio files, as well as web pages for particular subjects or particular news

articles, are accessible over the Internet. Access to these resources presents opportunities

for advertisements to be provided with the resources. For example, a web page can

include advertisement slots in which advertisements can be presented. These

advertisements slots can be defined in the web page or defined for presentation with a

web page, for example, in a pop-up window.

[0003] Advertisement slots can be allocated to advertisers through an auction. For

example, advertisers can provide bids specifying amounts that the advertisers are

respectively willing to pay for presentation of their advertisements ("ads"). In turn, an

auction can be performed and the advertisement slots can be allocated to advertisers

according, among other things, to their bids and/or the relevance of the advertisement to

content presented on a page hosting the slot or a request that is received for the

advertisement.

SUMMARY

[0004] In general, one innovative aspect of the subject matter described in this

specification can be implemented in methods that include a method for targeting content.

The method comprises: receiving an update for publication to an activity stream

associated with a user, the activity stream being produced by a social application

executing on one or more server computers and being published for consumption by one

or more subscribers to the social application that have been designated by the user as

being authorized to receive the update; and targeting additional content to the user based

on the received user update.

[0005] These and other implementations can each optionally include one or more of

the following features. The activity stream can be a stream produced by a social

application. The update can include content for publication in the activity stream.

Targeting can include targeting additional content based on the content for publication.

Targeting can include targeting additional content to one or more of the subscribers.

Targeting can include targeting advertisements to serve to the user in one or more



contexts. The one or more contexts can include a context within a social application and

a context outside of a social application that received the user update. The update can be

a comment by a user on content exposed to the user by the social application, a comment

posted by the user on a blog, an interaction with a content item in a user's activity stream,

a designation of an advertisement for re-publication by the user, or a designation that a

user likes or dislikes certain content. The method can further comprise: (a) receiving an

indication from the user to publish the update to an individual or group designated by the

user; (b) determining information to be included in an annotation to be published along

with the update, the annotation including customized information related to a user or a

group associated with the user that is to be presented along with the update; and (c)

providing the update to the individual or group including providing the annotation along

with the update. The annotation can include a control for re-publishing the update by a

recipient. The method can further comprise receiving user input selecting the control and

designating the update for re-publishing, and re-publishing the update. The method can

further comprise targeting additional content to the user or a group associated with the

user based on the received indication. The method can further comprise tracking

designations to whom a user re-publishes updates to and targeting additional content to

the user or group associated with the user based on the tracking. The method can further

comprise tracking designations for how often a user re-publishes updates and targeting

additional content to the user or group associated with the user based on the tracking.

The method can further comprise tracking where a user is located or a time of designation

for designations to re-publish an update and targeting additional content to the user or

group associated with the user based on the tracking. The method can further comprise

tracking a context associated with a user when making a designation to re-publish an

update and targeting additional content to the user or group associated with the user based

on the tracking. The method can further comprise tracking whom a user designates

updates to be re-published to so as to infer relationships between the user and the

designatees and targeting additional content to the user or group associated with the user

based on the tracking. The user's group can be a social circle. The group can be a social

circle, family, friends, work groups, or some other particularly identified group. The

control can enable a user to re-publish the update along with a message. Targeting can

include using the update as a signal when determining relevant content to be provided to

the user in the future. The method can further comprise determining one or more social

signals for use in affecting a quality score that is used to evaluate content to be provided



to the user where the one or more social signals are based at least in part on the user

update. The method can further comprise determining one or more social signals based at

least in part on the user update and using the social signals when determining content for

presentation to the user. The one or more social signals can be used to categorize the user

as belonging to a group. The one or more social signals can be used to customize

annotations to be included with the updates that are re-published by the user. The one or

more social signals can be used to determine whether a system that re-publishes content

should re-publish other content to the user. The one or more social signals can be used to

surface the user to an advertiser.

[0006] In general, another aspect of the subject matter described in this specification

can be implemented in methods that include a method for targeting content. The method

includes: receiving an update for publication as part of an update posting for a user in a

social context, where the social context is related to a social application executing on one

or more servers, the social application including a presence associated with the user for

providing updates about the user to one or more subscribers; and targeting additional

content to the user based on the received user update.

[0007] In general, another aspect of the subject matter described in this specification

can be implemented in computer program products that include a computer program

product tangibly embodied in a computer-readable storage device. The computer

program product can include instructions that, when executed by a processor, cause the

processor to: receive an update for publication to an activity stream associated with a

user, the activity stream being produced by a social application executing on one or more

server computers and being published for consumption by one or more subscribers to the

social application that have been designated by the user as being authorized to receive the

update; and target additional content to the user based on the received user update.

[0008] In general, another aspect of the subject matter described in this specification

can be implemented in systems. A system includes a social application, one or more

server computers, and a content management system. The social application is

configured to execute on the one or more server computers and is configured to produce

an activity stream associated with a user and to publish the activity stream for

consumption by one or more subscribers to the social application that have been

designated by the user as being authorized to receive updates to the activity stream. The

content management system is configured to receive an update for publication to the



activity stream and to target additional content to the user based on the received user

update.

[0009] Particular implementations may realize none, one or more of the following

advantages. For example, targeting content to a user based on a user posting an update to

an activity stream can result in the user receiving content in which they have an interest.

A user who may be interested in an advertiser's product or services can be surfaced to an

advertiser.

[0010] The details of one or more implementations of the subject matter described in

this specification are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below.

Other features, aspects, and advantages of the subject matter will become apparent from

the description, the drawings, and the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example social environment.

[0012] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of an example process for targeting content to a user

based on a social update posted to an activity stream.

[0013] FIG. 3 shows an example user interface that includes an ad with a social

overlay and a control for re-publishing the ad.

[0014] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an example process for targeting content to a user

based on an update posted for a user in a social context.

[0015] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of computing devices that may be used to

implement the systems and methods described in this document, as either a client or as a

server or plurality of servers.

[0016] Like reference numbers and designations in the various drawings indicate like

elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] An update for publication can be received from a user as part of an update

posting for a user in a social context. The social context can be related to a social

application. Update postings for a user can be propagated to subscribers who the user has

authorized to receive the update. In some implementations, an update can be posted to an

activity stream. An update can be, for example, a comment by a user, an interaction with

an activity stream content item, a designation that the user likes or dislikes content, or a

designation of an ad for re-publishing. Based on the received update, additional content



can be targeted to the user. For example, ads can be targeted to the user, such as within

the social application, or in a context outside of the social application, such as in an ad

slot included in a third party web page.

[0018] In some examples, activity streams, as provided by social networking web

sites and applications, allow a user to publish user updates and make the updates

accessible or viewable by designates. For example, a user can publish messages, photos,

or other content to his activity stream, and share the content with individuals, family,

friends, or other groups. Alternatively, the user's publication of content can be to a

presence associated with the user in a social environment. In another example, the

publication can be to a subscriber to the updates. In some implementations, the

publication can be to an area that is designated for providing updated content for the user

(e.g., a wall or social profile page). Other mechanisms are possible for providing the

publication medium.

[0019] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example social environment 100. The example

social environment 100 includes an ad management system 110 that manages advertising

services and one or more social server systems 1 1 1 that allow users 112 to interact with

other users 112 within a social framework. The example social environment 100 includes

a network 113, such as a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), the

Internet, or a combination thereof. The network 113 connects user devices 114, the ad

management system 110, and the social server system 111. The example social

environment 100 may include many thousands of user devices 114.

[0020] A user device 114 is an electronic device that is under control of a user 112

and is capable of requesting and receiving resources over the network 113. Example user

devices 114 include personal computers, mobile communication devices (e.g.,

smartphones), and other devices that can send and receive data over the network 113. A

user device 114 typically includes one or more user applications, such as a web browser,

to facilitate the sending and receiving of data over the network 113.

[0021] The user 112 can be, for example, an individual or an organization. The social

server system 11 1 provides a presence for each user 112 in the social environment 100.

For example, the social server system 111 can provide one or more social applications

118 to the user 112. The social application 118 can allow the user 112 to share

information in a social network. For example, the social application 118 can be a social

networking website that users can use to identify friends and social groups (e.g., circles),



send and receive email, post messages and multi-media (e.g. photos, video, audio), track

social events, provide updates and so on.

[0022] The user 112 can use the social application 118 to post an update for the user

112 in a social context. The social server system 11 1 can, in response to the update,

provide the update to one or more subscribers that the user 112 has authorized to receive

the update. For example, subscribers may be subscribed to an activity stream associated

with the user 112, and may be enabled to view the update in the user's activity stream.

An activity stream, which may be provided by the social server system 111 for each user

112, can show recent updates posted by the user 112.

[0023] The update can be, for example, a comment by the user 112 on content

exposed to the user 112 by the social application 118, such as a content item posted to

their activity stream or to another user's activity stream, or some other content. As

another example, the update can be a comment posted by the user 112 on a blog. As yet

another example, the update can be a designation that the user 112 likes, approves,

supports, prefers or dislikes certain content. The user 112 can, for example, designate

that they like or dislike a content item posted to their activity stream or to another user's

activity stream, or some other content. An update can also be some other type of

interaction with a content item in a user's activity stream, such as a designation to share

or re-publish the content item.

[0024] An update can also be a designation by the user 112 to re-publish an ad (e.g.,

an ad provided by the ad management system 110). For example, the user 112 can

designate to re-publish an ad included in an ad slot of a third-party web page or a search

results web page. When designating the ad for re-publication, the user can provide an

indication to publish the ad to an individual or to one or more groups designated by the

user 112, such as to post the re-published ad to an activity stream associated with a

recipient. The ad and the re-published ad may each include a custom annotation which

can include a message indicating recent activity related to the ad, and a control which can

be used to re-publish the ad. A first user 112, for example, can, while viewing the ad on a

search results page, select the control to re-publish the ad to an activity stream, and a

second user 112, upon viewing the ad in the activity stream, can select the control to r e

publish the ad to a potentially different set of recipients.

[0025] In response to an update posted by the user 112, additional information can be

targeted to the user 112. For example, targeting can be based on the content (e.g., textual

content) of the update. Targeting can include, for example, targeting one or more ads to



the user 112 or to one or more subscribers designated to receive the update. Ads can be

selected, for example, for display to the user 112 in association with the social application

118, or for display in a context outside of the social application 118. For example, one or

more ads can be selected for display in one or more ad slots included in a third-party web

page.

[0026] The ad management system 110 can receive a request for ads to be provided.

The request for ads can include characteristics of ad slots that are defined for an ad

destination, and can be provided to the ad management system 110. For example, a size

of the ad slot, and/or media types that are available for presentation in the ad slot can be

provided to the ad management system 110. Similarly, keywords associated with the

content of the update of the user 112 can also be provided to the ad management system

110 to facilitate identification of relevant ads. Based on data included in the request for

ads, the ad management system 110 can select ads that are eligible to be provided in

response to the request.

[0027] For situations in which the systems discussed here collect personal

information about users, the users 112 may be provided with an opportunity to opt in/out

of programs or features that may collect personal information (e.g., information about a

user's preferences or a user's current location). In addition, certain data may be

anonymized in one or more ways before it is stored or used, so that personally identifiable

information is removed. For example, a user's identity may be anonymized so that no

personally identifiable information can be determined for the user 112, or a user's

geographic location may be generalized where location information is obtained (such as

to a city, zip code, or state level), so that a particular location of the user 112 cannot be

determined.

[0028] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of an example process 200 for targeting content to a user

based on a social update posted to an activity stream. The process 200 can be performed,

for example, by the ad management system 110 and/or by the social server system 11 1

described above with respect to FIG. 1.

[0029] An update for publication to an activity stream associated with a user is

received (202). The activity stream can be produced, for example, by a social application

executing on one or more server computers and can be published for consumption by one

or more subscribers to the social application that have been designated by the user as

being authorized to receive the update. The update can be a comment by a user on

content exposed to the user by the social application, a comment posted by the user on a



blog, an interaction with a content item in a user's activity stream, a designation of an

advertisement for re-publication by the user, or a designation that a user approves,

supports, likes or dislikes certain content, to name a few examples.

[0030] The update can include content for publication in an activity stream, where the

content can include textual content and/or multi-media content (e.g., audio, image, video).

The activity stream can be provided by the social application.

[0031] An indication can be received from the user to publish the update to an

individual or group designated by the user. For example, the user may use a control to

designate the update for publishing and to select one or more recipients of the update. A

recipient can be, for example, one or more individuals and/or one or more groups such as

a social circle, family, friends, work groups, or any other particularly identified group.

The control can be included, for example, in an annotation that is displayed next to or

included with content related to the user's update. For example, a user may select an ad to

re-publish, where the ad includes an annotation which allows the user to designate one or

more recipients and to re-publish the ad along with a message. The annotation may also

include one or more customized information messages related to current or previous

update postings. When re-published, the re-published ad can also include the annotation,

allowing a subsequent recipient of the ad to further re-publish or to further comment on

the re-published ad.

[0032] In further detail, FIG. 3 shows an example user interface 300 that includes an

ad 302 with a social overlay 304 and a control 306 for re-publishing the ad 302. For

example, a user can use the control 306 to re-publish the ad to one or more members of

the user's groups. The user interface 300 can be provided, for example, by the ad

management system 110 of FIG. 1. For example, the ad 302 can be an ad that is served

with other content, such as included with search results that are responsive to a user's

search query. In another example, the ad 302 can be any ad that appears on a third-party

website, such as the third-party website (e.g., related to area beaches) that is displayed in

the user interface 300. For example, the third-party beach-related website can be a

landing page associated with one of several search results that are responsive to a search

query 307 for "beaches."

[0033] The social overlay 304 can serve as an annotation that is associated with the ad

302. The annotation can include customized information related to the user and/or one or

more groups that are associated with the user. For example, the social overlay 304 can

annotate the ad 302 with information regarding the user's actions associated with the ad



302, or actions by members of one or more groups associated with the user (e.g., the

user's circles of friends, family or other groups that are specified or inferred).

[0034] When the social overlay 304 is displayed, a social message 308 can provide

any of several types of social information associated with the ad. In the example shown

in FIG. 3, the social message 308 indicates that "394 people in Carmel +l'd this,"

meaning that 394 people in the Carmel area have "plussed one" the ad, or shared the ad

with others, such as family or friends. In general, an ad being "plussed one" by a user can

mean that the user is providing a positive endorsement for the ad. This example provides

a summary based on geographic proximity by identifying the number of users in a certain

geographic region (e.g., Carmel) who shared the ad. Other example proximity-based

summaries include time-based summaries, e.g., the number of users who shared (or liked,

etc.) the ad within the last hour (or some other time interval). Regional (e.g., Carmel) and

other proximity-based social messages 308 can summarize actions by people who are not

members of the user's groups. Other example types of information that the social

message 308 can provide include the number of members in the user's groups who liked

the ad, the name of a user's friend who liked the ad, and so on.

[0035] In some implementations, the social message 308 can provide statistics related

to people in the user's various social groups or circles, such as the members of the user's

group who had a favorable response to the advertisement. For example, the social

message 308 can identify the number of the user's family members who liked the ad, or

the number of people in the user's circle of friends who re-published the ad, to name a

few examples. Other example social messages 308 include messages such as "Jerry, your

wife +l'd this ad," "David, Roger and 4 more friends shared this ad" or "Peggy and 3

other family members shared this ad."

[0036] The ad 302 can be one of several ads that appear in an advertisements section

316 on the third-party website. Other ads 302a and 302b can appear in a content section

320 of the third-party website. For example, the ad 302a can be another ad that includes a

social overlay 304a. In this example, the social overlay 304a includes a control 306a and

a social message 308a that can be similar to the control 306 and social message 308

described above.

[0037] The control 306, in some implementations, can be referred to as a "plus one"

control. The control 306 can be used for re-publishing or commenting upon the ad 302.

The control 306 can lead to an interface from which the user can provide detailed



information. For example, selecting the control 306 can result in the display of a details

popup 332.

[0038] The details popup 332 can be used for providing detailed information for re

publishing an ad. The details popup 332 is just one example implementation of an

interface that the user can use to provide detailed information for re-publishing an ad

(e.g., re-publishing and/or commenting upon the ad 302). A header 334 can explain why

the details popup 332 is displayed. In this example, the header 334 states that the user

plussed-one (or shared) the "XYZ Beach Boardwalk" ad that is the subject of the ad 302,

and in this case, the name of the advertiser.

[0039] The details popup 332 includes a visibility area 336 that summarizes the

groups with which the user's ad re-publishing/comments are to be applied. For example,

current settings 338 indicate that the user's shared information is to be visible to (and thus

shared with) the user's friends and family. The user can use a change control 340 to

change the visibility of the shared information, effectively changing the current settings

338.

[0040] The details popup 332 includes a commenting area 342 for adding a comment

and/or removing a comment that has been associated with an ad. The commenting area

342 includes an add comment control 344 for adding a comment and an undo comment

control 346 for undoing (or deleting) the added comment.

[0041] In some implementations, the user can designate that the advertisement is to

be provided to a social application for presentation in an activity stream associated with

the user. The advertisement and associated comments can be displayed, for example, as

part of an update posted to the user's activity stream. In some implementations, the user

can designate that the advertisement is to be provided to a social application for

presentation as an update for the user in an activity stream associated with one or more

members of a group specified by the user. For example, the advertisement and associated

comments may be presented as an update to an activity stream of each member of each

group specified in the current settings 338. As another example, some or all groups

specified in the current settings 338 may have an associated activity stream in a social

application and the advertisement and associated comments may be presented as an

update to each of those activity streams.

[0042] A statement 350 that can be displayed within the details popup 332 can

identify, to the user, the users (e.g., individuals, specified or inferred groups or social

circles) who may be eligible to see the re-published ad. For example, the statement 350



can state, "This + 1 will be visible to the circles shown above." As a result, the user can

become acquainted with the mechanics and consequences of re-publishing ads that result

from the selections and settings in the details popup 332, further allowing the user to

understand the visibility of the ad-re-publishing. In some implementations, if the user has

used the change control 340 to change the visibility to the extent that no other users

currently have visibility, then the statement 350 can state, for example, "No users

currently have visibility."

[0043] In some implementations, filtering or limiting of re-publication requests can

occur. As a result, the mere designation by a user to re-publish to one or more groups or

individuals does not necessarily mean that re-publishing will occur. For example, the

designated receivers may have blocked receipt (e.g., by setting preferences in a browser

to block all or selected types of social overlays on content and/or ads). In another

example, some implementations of the ad management system 110 may filter re

publication requests based on one or more criteria. Example criteria include imposing

limits on re-publishing, e.g., limiting the number of re-publishing events, the number of

recipients, and so on. In some implementations, imposed limits on re-publishing can be

applied to intervals of time, e.g., enforcing a limit of five re-published ads per day, twenty

re-published ads per week, and so on. As a result, the ad management system 110 can

prevent users from re-publishing too often or to too many people. Other criteria can be

used for filtering re-publishing requests.

[0044] A close control 360 can be used to exit the details popup 332 and save the

current settings and inputs. In some implementations, a cancel control can exist that can

allow the user to exit the details popup 332 without saving any changes, essentially

restoring the values of the details popup 332 to their original settings (e.g., before the user

displayed the popup).

[0045] In some implementation, the details popup 332 can include an option to un-

plus the ad, or to cancel the act of re-publishing the ad with others. For example, if the

user changes his mind about re-publishing the ad with family and friends, or decides not

to share his comments, the user can select an un-plus option (not shown in FIG. 3), e.g.,

somewhere inside the details popup 332. In some implementations, selecting the un-plus

option can make the social overlay 304 appear in a different way in order to indicate that

the ad is no longer to be republished. For example, while the ad is still displayed after the

user has plussed-one the ad and the message reads "You and 394 people in Carmel +l'd



this," upon the user un-plussing the ad, the message can return to its original state, namely

"394 people in Carmel +l'd this."

[0046] Returning to FIG. 2, additional content is targeted to the user based on the

received user update (204). For example, the received user update can be used as a signal

when determining relevant content to be provided to the user in the future. For example,

one or more ads can be targeted to the user in response to a future request for ads. Ads

may be targeted to a user within the social application that received the user update, or in

a context outside of the social application. For example, one or more ads may be

requested for one or more ad slots included on a third party web page or on a search

results page viewed by the user. Ads or other content may also be targeted to one or more

subscribers associated with the user.

[0047] In response to a request for ads, one or more ads may be selected. For

example, referring to FIG. 1, one or more ads may be selected by the ad management

system 110. The ad management system 110 may select ads based on a quality score,

where the quality score for an ad indicates, for example, the relevance of the ad to a

received request for an ad. The quality score may be affected by one or more signals,

such as one or more social signals, that are based on the received user update.

[0048] In some implementations, a social signal for a user may be based at least in

part on tracked data associated with designations of updates in a social context for the

user (e.g., one example social update may be an ad that is re-published in an activity

stream associated with the user). For example, for each update, the social server 11 1 (or

another system) can track the content of the update, a date and time of designation, any

recipients designated to receive the update, context associated with the update and the

location of the user at the time of designation (e.g., as determined by a location detection

device (e.g., GPS (Global Positioning Satellite) receiver)). Social updates are described

in greater detail below with reference to FIG. 4.

[0049] If the update is a designation of an ad for re-publishing, the ad management

system 110 can track, for each ad designated for re-publishing by the user, an identifier of

the ad, targeting keywords associated with the ad, the URL of the page that hosted the

original ad designated for re-publishing or its associated landing page, and whether the

hosting web page is a search results web page. If the hosting web page is a search results

web page, search keywords used for the search associated with the search results web

page can be tracked. Browsing history information which indicates how a user navigated

to the hosting web page can be tracked, and content keywords of the including web page



can be tracked. As described in more detail below, targeting can be based on some or all

of the tracked data.

[0050] Additional information can be derived from tracked data, and targeting can be

based on the derived information. For example, one or more rates of re-publishing can be

determined for a user, such as how often a user re-publishes updates in a given time

period, or, for example, for updates that are re-publications of ads, how often a user re

publishes ads having certain targeting keywords in a given time period. For example, it

can be determined that a user re-publishes five ads for sports cars, on average, per month.

As another example, one or more rates of re-publishing to other users or groups can be

determined. For example, for each user or group a user re-publishes updates to, a rate of

re-publishing can be determined. For example, it can be determined that a user re

publishes, on average three updates per week to a particular, other user, or that the user

re-publishes, on average, six updates per month to a particular group. If a user frequently

(e.g., at more than a threshold rate) re-publishes updates to a same set of individual users,

a social group including those users can be inferred, even if those users are not otherwise

included in a specified group.

[0051] Targeting of additional content to the user may be based on the tracked data

and/or on information derived from the tracked data. For example, if a user has

designated for re-publishing ads having certain targeting keywords, other ads having the

same or similar targeting keywords can be targeted to the user in the future. As a more

particular example, if the user has designated for republishing ads having a certain

targeting keyword more than a threshold number of times within a certain time period,

then other ads having that targeting keyword can be selected for presentation to the user.

For instance, if the user has designated for re-publishing more than five ads for sporting

equipment within the past month, other ads for sporting equipment may be presented to

the user in the future.

[0052] Targeting of additional content to the user may be based on the content of the

received user update. For example, the received user update may include textual content,

such as a comment. The textual content can be evaluated to identify one or more topics.

Additional content related to some or all of the topics can be targeted to the user in the

future. For example, if a user posts a comment on an activity stream such as "the

Minnesota Vikings played great yesterday", then the phrases "Minnesota", "Minnesota

Vikings" and other phrases can be evaluated and topics can be identified, such as the state

of Minnesota, the Minnesota Vikings football team, the National Football league, football



in general, sports in general, or other topics. Additional content (e.g., ads) relating to one

or more of the identified topics (e.g., ads relating to football) can be selected and can be

targeted to the user in the future.

[0053] Targeting of additional content to a user may be based on previous social

activity of the user. For example, targeting of additional content may be based on who

has been designated as recipients of re-published updates. In some implementations, if a

first user has re-published updates related to a particular topic or having particular

targeting keywords to a second user, ads relating to that topic or having those targeting

keywords may be targeted in the future to both the first user and the second user. For

example, it may be assumed that it is likely that both the first user and the second user

have an interest in content related to the targeting keywords. As a particular example, if

the first user designates an update related to sporting equipment for re-publishing to the

second user, ads related to sporting equipment can be targeted to both the first user and

the second user in the future.

[0054] It may also be assumed that it is likely that the first user and the second user

share at least some other, common interests, and that that the first user may be generally

interested in content that the second user is interested in. Therefore, for example, ads that

have been previously designated for re-publishing by the second user may be selected for

re-publishing to the first user, even if the second user did not explicitly designate the first

user when designating the ads for re-publishing. As another example, other ads that the

first user designated for re-publishing but that were not designated at that time to be

received by the second user, can in the future be targeted to the second user, based on the

assumption that the first user and the second user share some common interests.

[0055] If content (e.g., ad or other update) is targeted to the second user based on a

previous designation for re-publishing of an update by the first user, the content may,

when presented to the second user, include a custom annotation. For example, an

annotation of content presented to "Tom" may indicate that "Bob likes this". As another

example, content targeted to a given user may include a custom annotation which

indicates how many users that are members of a group associated with the user have

previously designated the content for re-publishing. For example, content presented to

"Tom" may include a custom annotation of "Five of your friends like this".

[0056] Targeting of additional content may be based on other context associated with

the designation of an update for re-publishing. For example, a user may tend to designate

updates (e.g., re-publication of ads having a particular topic or particular targeting



keywords, or other kinds of updates) at certain times of day or times of year. For

example, a trend of a user designating vacation ads for re-publishing during the month of

June can be determined and other vacation ads can be targeted to the user during the

month of June in future years. As another example, a user may tend to designate theater

ads for re-publishing on Friday afternoons, and other theater or other entertainment-

related ads can be targeted to the user on Friday afternoons in future weeks. As yet

another example, a user may tend to make social updates that relate to football on

Mondays, and content (e.g., ads) relating to football or that may be associated with

football fans can be targeted to the user on Mondays.

[0057] Targeting of content may be based on a user's location. For example, if a user

tends to designate content for re-publishing while at a particular location (e.g., in a

particular city, at a particular address), then content associated with that location can be

targeted to the user. In some implementations, content associated with a location can be

generally targeted to the user regardless of the user's current location, and in other

implementations content associated with the location can be targeted to the user when the

user is at the location. In some implementations, if the user is at a particular location,

such as a location not previously associated with the user, then ads associated with that

location that have been previously designated for re-publishing by other users (e.g., users

not otherwise associated with the user) can be targeted to the user, while the user is at the

location. For example, if a user who lives in Chicago travels to New York, ads associated

with New York that have been previously designated by other users for re-publishing can

be presented to the user while the user is in New York.

[0058] In addition to tracking the designation of a content item for re-republishing,

user interactions with an update posting that is presented in an activity stream can be

tracked, and additional content can be targeted to the user or to a group associated with

the user based on the interactions. An update may be posted to an activity stream, for

example, based on a designation by a user. For example, an update may be posted to an

activity stream associated with the user or an activity stream associated with one or more

members of a group specified by the user.

[0059] The user or a member of a group specified by the user can interact with the

update posting, such as to designate either liking or disliking the posting. As another

example, if the update posting is a re-published ad, the user or a member of a group

specified by the user can select the ad, such as to expand the ad or to navigate to a landing

page associated with the ad. As yet another example, the user can enter a comment



associated with the update posting. Interacting with an update posting in an activity

stream can indicate interest in content related to a topic associated with the update

posting. Therefore, additional content (e.g., ads) related to the content of the update

posting can be presented to the user in the future, based on tracked interactions.

[0060] If multiple users interact with an update posted to an activity stream (e.g., if

multiple users comment on the posting), then additional content related to the content of

the update can be targeted to each of the users. For example, if a first user posts an

update about tennis, and if second and third users comment on the update, then content

(e.g., ads) related to tennis can be targeted to each of the first, second, and third users. As

another example, if the first user frequently (e.g., at more than a threshold rate) interacts

with updates posted to an activity stream by the second user, then it can be inferred that a

relationship exists between the first user and the second user and that they may share

common interests. Consequently, any or all content targeted to either the first user or the

second user may also be targeted to the other user.

[0061] In some implementations, the age of tracked data can affect whether content is

targeted to a user. For example, one or more ads having particular targeting keywords

may be selected to be presented to the user if the user has re-published related updates

(e.g., re-publication of other ads having those or similar targeting keywords) within a

predetermined time period (e.g., the past month). In this example, if the last time the user

posted related updates was three months ago, related content might not be selected for

presentation to the user. As another example, more recent tracked data may be given

higher weight than older tracked data when determining a relevancy of tracked data. For

example, tracked data for updates posted within the past month may be given a weight of

100%, tracked data for updates posted between one month and three months from the

current date may be given a weight of 60%, and tracked data for updates posted more

than three months from the current date may be given a weight of 0%.

[0062] In addition to targeting additional content to a user, additional content can be

targeted to one or more groups associated with the user. For example, if the user

designates a group as a recipient for a content update, then it can be assumed that

members of the group share common interests with the user, and other content (e.g., ads)

relating to the topic of the update can be targeted to the group or to each member of the

group in the future. As mentioned above, if a user frequently (e.g., at more than a

threshold rate) provides updates to a same set of individual users, a social group including

those users can be inferred, even if those users are not otherwise included in a specified



group. Additional content similar to the updates provided to the set of users can be

presented in the future to each of the users in the inferred social group.

[0063] Other targeting activities can occur in response to the received user update

other than selecting content for presentation to the user. For example, and as mentioned,

an annotation included in an update can be customized, such as to include a comment

entered by the user or to indicate who or how many people have designated the content

for re-publishing. As another example, the user and/or one or more members of groups

associated with the user may be surfaced to one or more advertisers.

[0064] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an example process 400 for targeting content to a user

or a group associated with the user based on an update that is received for publication in a

social context. The process 400 can be performed, for example, by the ad management

system 110 and/or by the social server system 1 1 1.

[0065] An update for publication is received as part of an update posting for a user in

a social context (402), where the social context is related to a social application executing

on one or more servers, and the social application includes a presence associated with the

user for providing updates about the user to one or more subscribers. The update can

include textual and/or multi-media content and can be a comment by a user on content

exposed to the user by the social application, a comment posted by the user on a blog, an

interaction with a content item in a user's activity stream, a designation of an

advertisement for re-publication by the user, or a designation that a user likes, approves,

agrees, supports or dislikes certain content, to name a few examples.

[0066] The update can include an indication to publish the update to an individual or

group designated by the user. For example, the user may use a control to designate the

update for publishing and to select one or more recipients of the update. A recipient can

be, for example, one or more individuals and/or one or more groups such as a social

circle, family, friends, work groups, or any other particularly identified group. The

control can be included, for example, in an annotation that is displayed next to or

included with content related to the user's update. For example, a user may select an ad to

re-publish, where the ad includes an annotation which allows the user to designate one or

more recipients and to re-publish the ad along with a message. The annotation may also

include one or more customized information messages related to current or previous

update postings. When re-published, the re-published ad can also include the annotation,

allowing a subsequent recipient of the ad to further re-publish or to further comment on

the re-published ad.



[0067] Additional content is targeted to the user based on the received user update

(404). For example, and similar to the targeting described above, one or more ads can be

targeted to the user, such as within the social application or in a context outside of the

social application. Targeting can be based at least in part on the content of the update, on

tracked interactions of updates, on who the user has designated updates to, on the location

of the user, on the timing of updates, on specified or inferred relationships between the

user and/or groups associated with the user, on the age of tracked data, or on how often a

user updates, to name a few examples.

[0068] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of computing devices 500, 550 that may be used to

implement the systems and methods described in this document, as either a client or as a

server or plurality of servers. Computing device 500 is intended to represent various

forms of digital computers, such as laptops, desktops, workstations, personal digital

assistants, servers, blade servers, mainframes, and other appropriate computers.

Computing device 550 is intended to represent various forms of mobile devices, such as

personal digital assistants, cellular telephones, smartphones, and other similar computing

devices. The components shown here, their connections and relationships, and their

functions, are meant to be exemplary only, and are not meant to limit implementations of

the inventions described and/or claimed in this document.

[0069] Computing device 500 includes a processor 502, memory 504, a storage

device 506, a high-speed interface 508 connecting to memory 504 and high-speed

expansion ports 510, and a low speed interface 512 connecting to low speed bus 514 and

storage device 506. Each of the components 502, 504, 506, 508, 510, and 512, are

interconnected using various busses, and may be mounted on a common motherboard or

in other manners as appropriate. The processor 502 can process instructions for execution

within the computing device 500, including instructions stored in the memory 504 or on

the storage device 506 to display graphical information for a GUI on an external

input/output device, such as display 516 coupled to high speed interface 508. In other

implementations, multiple processors and/or multiple buses may be used, as appropriate,

along with multiple memories and types of memory. Also, multiple computing devices

500 may be connected, with each device providing portions of the necessary operations

(e.g., as a server bank, a group of blade servers, or a multi-processor system).

[0070] The memory 504 stores information within the computing device 500. In one

implementation, the memory 504 is a computer-readable medium. In one



implementation, the memory 504 is a volatile memory unit or units. In another

implementation, the memory 504 is a non-volatile memory unit or units.

[0071] The storage device 506 is capable of providing mass storage for the computing

device 500. In one implementation, the storage device 506 is a computer-readable

medium. In various different implementations, the storage device 506 may be a floppy

disk device, a hard disk device, an optical disk device, or a tape device, a flash memory or

other similar solid state memory device, or an array of devices, including devices in a

storage area network or other configurations. In one implementation, a computer

program product is tangibly embodied in a non-transitory information carrier. The

computer program product contains instructions that, when executed, perform one or

more methods, such as those described above. The information carrier is a computer- or

machine-readable medium, such as the memory 504, the storage device 506, or memory

on processor 502.

[0072] The high speed controller 508 manages bandwidth-intensive operations for the

computing device 500, while the low speed controller 512 manages lower bandwidth-

intensive operations. Such allocation of duties is exemplary only. In one

implementation, the high-speed controller 508 is coupled to memory 504, display 516

(e.g., through a graphics processor or accelerator), and to high-speed expansion ports 510,

which may accept various expansion cards (not shown). In the implementation, low-

speed controller 512 is coupled to storage device 506 and low-speed expansion port 514.

The low-speed expansion port, which may include various communication ports (e.g.,

USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet, wireless Ethernet) may be coupled to one or more input/output

devices, such as a keyboard, a pointing device, a scanner, or a networking device such as

a switch or router, e.g., through a network adapter.

[0073] The computing device 500 may be implemented in a number of different

forms, as shown in the figure. For example, it may be implemented as a standard server

520, or multiple times in a group of such servers. It may also be implemented as part of a

rack server system 524. In addition, it may be implemented in a personal computer such

as a laptop computer 522. Alternatively, components from computing device 500 may be

combined with other components in a mobile device (not shown), such as device 550.

Each of such devices may contain one or more of computing device 500, 550, and an

entire system may be made up of multiple computing devices 500, 550 communicating

with each other.



[0074] Computing device 550 includes a processor 552, memory 564, an input/output

device such as a display 554, a communication interface 566, and a transceiver 568,

among other components. The device 550 may also be provided with a storage device,

such as a microdrive or other device, to provide additional storage. Each of the

components 550, 552, 564, 554, 566, and 568, are interconnected using various buses,

and several of the components may be mounted on a common motherboard or in other

manners as appropriate.

[0075] The processor 552 can process instructions for execution within the computing

device 550, including instructions stored in the memory 564. The processor may also

include separate analog and digital processors. The processor may provide, for example,

for coordination of the other components of the device 550, such as control of user

interfaces, applications run by device 550, and wireless communication by device 550.

[0076] Processor 552 may communicate with a user through control interface 558 and

display interface 556 coupled to a display 554. The display 554 may be, for example, a

TFT LCD display or an OLED display, or other appropriate display technology. The

display interface 556 may comprise appropriate circuitry for driving the display 554 to

present graphical and other information to a user. The control interface 558 may receive

commands from a user and convert them for submission to the processor 552. In

addition, an external interface 562 may be provide in communication with processor 552,

so as to enable near area communication of device 550 with other devices. External

interface 562 may provide, for example, for wired communication (e.g., via a docking

procedure) or for wireless communication (e.g., via Bluetooth or other such

technologies).

[0077] The memory 564 stores information within the computing device 550. In one

implementation, the memory 564 is a computer-readable medium. In one

implementation, the memory 564 is a volatile memory unit or units. In another

implementation, the memory 564 is a non-volatile memory unit or units. Expansion

memory 574 may also be provided and connected to device 550 through expansion

interface 572, which may include, for example, a SIMM card interface. Such expansion

memory 574 may provide extra storage space for device 550, or may also store

applications or other information for device 550. Specifically, expansion memory 574

may include instructions to carry out or supplement the processes described above, and

may include secure information also. Thus, for example, expansion memory 574 may be

provide as a security module for device 550, and may be programmed with instructions



that permit secure use of device 550. In addition, secure applications may be provided

via the SIMM cards, along with additional information, such as placing identifying

information on the SIMM card in a non-hackable manner.

[0078] The memory may include for example, flash memory and/or MRAM memory,

as discussed below. In one implementation, a computer program product is tangibly

embodied in an information carrier. The computer program product contains instructions

that, when executed, perform one or more methods, such as those described above. The

information carrier is a computer- or machine-readable medium, such as the memory 564,

expansion memory 574, or memory on processor 552.

[0079] Device 550 may communicate wirelessly through communication interface

566, which may include digital signal processing circuitry where necessary.

Communication interface 566 may provide for communications under various modes or

protocols, such as GSM voice calls, SMS, EMS, or MMS messaging, CDMA, TDMA,

PDC, WCDMA, CDMA2000, or GPRS, among others. Such communication may occur,

for example, through radio-frequency transceiver 568. In addition, short-range

communication may occur, such as using a Bluetooth, WiFi, or other such transceiver

(not shown). In addition, GPS receiver module 570 may provide additional wireless data

to device 550, which may be used as appropriate by applications running on device 550.

[0080] Device 550 may also communication audibly using audio codec 560, which

may receive spoken information from a user and convert it to usable digital information.

Audio codex 560 may likewise generate audible sound for a user, such as through a

speaker, e.g., in a handset of device 550. Such sound may include sound from voice

telephone calls, may include recorded sound (e.g., voice messages, music files, etc.) and

may also include sound generated by applications operating on device 550.

[0081] The computing device 550 may be implemented in a number of different

forms, as shown in the figure. For example, it may be implemented as a cellular

telephone 580. It may also be implemented as part of a smartphone 582, personal digital

assistant, or other similar mobile device.

[0082] Various implementations of the systems and techniques described here can be

realized in digital electronic circuitry, integrated circuitry, specially designed ASICs

(application specific integrated circuits), computer hardware, firmware, software, and/or

combinations thereof. These various implementations can include implementation in one

or more computer programs that are executable and/or interpretable on a programmable

system including at least one programmable processor, which may be special or general



purpose, coupled to receive data and instructions from, and to transmit data and

instructions to, a storage system, at least one input device, and at least one output device.

[0083] These computer programs (also known as programs, software, software

applications or code) include machine instructions for a programmable processor, and can

be implemented in a high-level procedural and/or object-oriented programming language,

and/or in assembly/machine language. As used herein, the terms "machine-readable

medium" "computer-readable medium" refers to any computer program product,

apparatus and/or device (e.g., magnetic discs, optical disks, memory, Programmable

Logic Devices (PLDs)) used to provide machine instructions and/or data to a

programmable processor, including a machine-readable medium that receives machine

instructions as a machine-readable signal. The term "machine-readable signal" refers to

any signal used to provide machine instructions and/or data to a programmable processor.

[0084] To provide for interaction with a user, the systems and techniques described

here can be implemented on a computer having a display device (e.g., a CRT (cathode ray

tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor) for displaying information to the user and a

keyboard and a pointing device (e.g., a mouse or a trackball) by which the user can

provide input to the computer. Other kinds of devices can be used to provide for

interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback provided to the user can be any

form of sensory feedback (e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feedback);

and input from the user can be received in any form, including acoustic, speech, or tactile

input.

[0085] The systems and techniques described here can be implemented in a

computing system that includes a back-end component (e.g., as a data server), or that

includes a middleware component (e.g., an application server), or that includes a

front-end component (e.g., a client computer having a graphical user interface or a Web

browser through which a user can interact with an implementation of the systems and

techniques described here), or any combination of such back-end, middleware, or

front-end components. The components of the system can be interconnected by any form

or medium of digital data communication (e.g., a communication network). Examples of

communication networks include a local area network ("LAN"), a wide area network

("WAN"), and the Internet.

[0086] The computing system can include clients and servers. A client and server are

generally remote from each other and typically interact through a communication



network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer programs

running on the respective computers and having a client-server relationship to each other.

[0087] A number of embodiments of the invention have been described.

Nevertheless, it will be understood that various modifications may be made without

departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. For example, various forms of the

flows shown above may be used, with steps re-ordered, added, or removed. Also,

although several applications of the payment systems and methods have been described, it

should be recognized that numerous other applications are contemplated. Accordingly,

other embodiments are within the scope of the following claims.

[0088] What is claimed is:



CLAIMS

1. A computer implemented method comprising:

receiving an update for publication to an activity stream associated with a user, the

activity stream being produced by a social application executing on one or more server

computers and being published for consumption by one or more subscribers to the social

application that have been designated by the user as being authorized to receive the

update; and

targeting, by a processor, additional content to the user based on the received user

update.

2. The method of claim 1where the activity stream is a stream produced by a social

application.

3. The method of claim 1where the update includes content for publication in the

activity stream and where targeting includes targeting additional content based on the

content for publication.

4. The method of claim 1where targeting includes targeting additional content to

one or more of the subscribers.

5. The method of claim 1where targeting includes targeting advertisements to serve

to the user in one or more contexts.

6. The method of claim 5 where the one or more contexts include within a social

application.

7. The method of claim 5 where the one or more contexts includes a context outside

of a social application that received the user update.

8. The method of claim 1where the update is selected from the group comprising a

comment by a user on content exposed to the user by the social application, a comment

posted by the user on a blog, an interaction with a content item in a user's activity stream,

a designation of an advertisement for re-publication by the user, or a designation that a

user likes, supports, approves or dislikes certain content.



9. The method of claim 1 further comprising

(a) receiving an indication from the user to publish the update to an individual or

group designated by the user;

(b) determining information to be included in an annotation to be published along

with the update, the annotation including customized information related to a user or a

group associated with the user that is to be presented along with the update; and

(c) providing the update to the individual or group including providing the

annotation along with the update.

10. The method of claim 9 where the annotation includes a control for re-publishing

the update by a recipient.

11. The method of claim 10 further comprising receiving user input selecting the

control and designating the update for re-publishing, and re-publishing the update.

12. The method of claim 9 further comprising targeting additional content to the user

or a group associated with the user based on the received indication.

13. The method of claim 9 further comprising tracking designations for whom a user

re-publishes updates to and targeting additional content to the user or group associated

with the user based on the tracking.

14. The method of claim 9 further comprising tracking designations for how often a

user re-publishes updates and targeting additional content to the user or group associated

with the user based on the tracking.

15. The method of claim 9 further comprising tracking where a user is located or a

time of designation for designations to re-publish an update and targeting additional

content to the user or group associated with the user based on the tracking.

16. The method of claim 9 further comprising tracking a context associated with a

user when making a designation to re-publish an update and targeting additional content

to the user or group associated with the user based on the tracking.



17. The method of claim 9 further comprising tracking whom a user designates

updates to be re-published to so as to infer relationships between the user and the

designates and targeting additional content to the user or group associated with the user

based on the tracking.

18. The method of claim 9 where the user's group is a social circle.

19. The method of claim 9 where the group is selected from the groups comprising a

social circle, family, friends, work groups, or other particularly identified groups.

20. The method of claim 1 where the control enables a user to re-publish the update

along with a message.

21. The method of claim 1where targeting includes using the update as a signal when

determining relevant content to be provided to the user in the future.

22. The method of claim 1 further comprising determining one or more social signals

for use in affecting a quality score that is used to evaluate content to be provided to the

user where the one or more social signals are based at least in part on the user update.

23. The method of claim 22 further comprising determining one or more social signals

based at least in part on the user update and using the social signals when determining

content for presentation to the user.

24. The method of claim 23 where the one or more social signals are used to

categorize the user as belonging to a group.

25. The method of claim 23 where the one or more social signals are used to

customize annotations to be included with the updates that are re-published by the user.

26. The method of claim 23 where the one or more social signals are used to

determine whether a system that re-publishes content should re-publish other content to

the user.

27. The method of claim 23 where the one or more social signals are used to surface

the user to an advertiser.



28. A computer implemented method comprising:

receiving an update for publication as part of an update posting for a user in a

social context, where the social context is related to a social application executing on one

or more servers, the social application including a presence associated with the user for

providing updates about the user to one or more subscribers; and

targeting, by a processor, additional content to the user based on the received user

update.

29. A computer program product tangibly embodied in a computer-readable storage

device and comprising instructions that, when executed by a processor, cause the

processor to:

receive an update for publication to an activity stream associated with a user, the

activity stream being produced by a social application executing on one or more server

computers and being published for consumption by one or more subscribers to the social

application that have been designated by the user as being authorized to receive the

update; and

target additional content to the user based on the received user update.

30. A system comprising:

a social application;

one or more server computers; and

a content management system;

where:

the social application is configured to execute on the one or more server

computers and is configured to produce an activity stream associated with a user and to

publish the activity stream for consumption by one or more subscribers to the social

application that have been designated by the user as being authorized to receive updates

to the activity stream; and

the content management system is configured to receive an update for

publication to the activity stream and to target additional content to the user based on the

received user update.
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